Nation

Vaccine exemptions scrutinized in wake of measles outbreaks: Non-medical exemptions re-examined

Momentum builds across US to replace lead water pipes: Water contamination an issue for millions

System that collects data on US violent deaths to cover all 50 states: Database expands

US foodborne illnesses rise, even as agencies address safety
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Special report

Americans stepping up to share their health data with All of Us: Research program marks first anniversary

Partners leading All of Us enrollment in communities: Groups use connections to build trust

Better health for all through inclusive science research: Q&A with All of Us’ Richardson-Heron: Ambitious US study changing landscape of health science

Health providers play important role in All of Us enrollment

State & Local

California communities top yearly lists for smog, soot pollution

States in brief

Healthy You

Handy, helpful ways to keep your hands healthy

• Staying healthy with clean hands

Health Findings
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APHA News

APHA 2019 to feature engaging speaker lineup in Philadelphia

APHA in brief
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President’s Column
Countering vaccine hesitancy with evidence-based decisions
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In Mississippi, strong vaccine laws keeping measles at bay [e17]
Media exposure to mass violence can lead to cycle of harm to mental health [e18]